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1. Workshop introduction
1.1

Motivation for a Joint Task Team Workshop

The Data Assimilation Task Team (DA-TT) was created to foster the development and
evaluation of data assimilation systems relevant to GOV to support the coordination of the
fundamental and challenging issues in the ocean forecasting process, of which data
assimilation is a significant part.
The Marine Ecosystem Analysis and Prediction Task Team (MEAP-TT) was established to
define, promote and coordinate actions between developers of operational systems and
ecosystem modelling experts.
The opportunity to organise a joint workshop allowed the two task teams to exchange
information about their activities and progress that were relevant to both task teams. Data
assimilation (DA) is at the core of GOV activities and is connects all of the GOV task teams.
The focus of this joint workshop was to review the impacts of DA methods on
biological/biogeochemical model outputs. Having experts present from the physical and the
biogeochemical ocean modelling communities allowed different aspects of this topic to be
addressed with good opportunities for communication, the building of linkages and
formation of new networks for future collaborations.
Further joint GOV TT meetings are anticipated, particular in conjunction with DA-TT.

1.2

GODAE OceanView

Paul DiGiacomo, NOAA, the chair of the GODAE OceanView Patrons’ Group provided a short
overview of GOV including the work and aims of the GOV task teams (TTs). GOV, through its
science team (GOVST), is providing leadership in consolidating and improving R&D for global
& regional ocean analysis and forecasting systems and specifically fosters the development
of new ocean monitoring, modelling and data assimilation systems. It promotes access to
data and information products and strongly emphasizes the demonstration of the value of
the ocean observing system. The GODAE OceanView aims include:


To foster international collaborations between a variety of groups and organisations



to provide guidance to observational agencies on the improvement of the Global
Ocean Observing System (and the value of observational data for ocean forecasting
and its applications)



to develop a framework for the scientific validation and intercomparison of
operational oceanography systems



to develop the capability for the full integration of biogeochemistry and, ultimately,
ecosystems in existing physical operational systems



to accelerate the scientific and technical development of fully coupled systems for
short- to medium-range prediction
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to work towards the provision of a sound scientific basis for sustainable
multidisciplinary downscaling and forecasting activities in the world coastal oceans



to foster the development and evaluation of data assimilation systems

The GOV strategic plan provides an overview of the current and future plans and defines the
focus of the GOV task teams, i.e. data assimilation, marine ecosystem analysis and
prediction, coastal ocean forecasting, coupled predictions, model intercomparisons and
observing system evaluations. This new strategy has allowed GOV to be proactive in
consolidating and refreshing TT plans and to engage in structured and well-defined
activities.
This workshop was sponsored by the NOAA, one of the major GOV Patrons’ Group
organisations.
(Compare presentation for details of GOV structure).

1.3

Workshop objectives and format

The workshop was a 2.5-day event and focused on the current state-of-the-art in data
assimilation and marine ecosystem analysis & predictions. A particular focus was the
overlap of both disciplines, and how issues in DA (physical and BGC) can be improved. The
workshop included a series of discussions about progress made within the task teams (DATT and MEAP-TT) and options for future collaborations. Furthermore the workshop offered
an opportunity to assess the current state of services to fisheries provided by operational
systems.
This event brought together over 50 scientists and experts of the field of data assimilation
and marine ecosystem monitoring and forecasting. Joint plenary sessions were used to
discuss common issues of both TTs, while parallel sessions allowed each TT to address their
own specific questions.
The workshop objectives covered the joint as well as the separate TT sessions:


Joint sessions: For physical and biogeochemical ocean data assimilation scientists to
meet and discuss the latest progress and identify ways of improving on the current
state-of-the-art in both disciplines, and where they overlap.



Separate TT sessions: To discuss progress with the MEAP-TT and DA-TT work plans
and discuss options for future work.



MEAP-TT special session: To assess the current state of services to fisheries provided
by operational systems in the US.

It was agreed to use the workshop outcome for a review/best practices paper on
biogeochemical DA at regional and global scale (publication planned for summer 2017).
The workshop was organized as a combination of oral presentations, posters and
discussions. Presentations were allocated as 15 min talks + 5 min Q&A. Special poster
presentation session was organised on day 1 & 3 (although posters displayed throughout
the workshop). The workshop session were organized as shown in table 1:
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Joint sessions

Descriptions

J1

Recent developments in global ocean data assimilation systems
(physical and biogeochemical)

J2

Recent developments in regional ocean data assimilation systems
(physical and biogeochemical)

J3

Impact of physical DA on coupled physical-biogeochemical models

DA-TT sessions
D1

Observation impact and sensitivity

D2

Model error and bias

D3

Hybrid data assimilation

D4

Error covariance modelling

MEAP-TT sessions
M1

Fisheries applications

Table 1: Abstracts (oral/poster) were invited to cover the above categories

The workshop organisation was kindly supported by session chairs and rapporteurs, taking
notes, coordinating the timing of presentations and the subsequent questions and answer
sessions.

1.4 Host, attendance and contributions
The workshop was held at the University Center, UC Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, USA from the
11-13 July 2016, with MEAP-TT and DA-TT members-only meetings on the last day. UC Santa
Cruz provided very nice facilities for this international workshop allowing participants to
discuss and exchange experiences in a friendly and
functional environment amidst the natural beauty
of the red wood forests.
The provision of breaks and lunches as well as the
workshop reception was kindly sponsored by
NOAA. The
workshop
was well
attended
with over 50 registered participants, representing
many countries, organisations and projects involved
in data assimilation and marine biogeochemistry,
ecosystem modelling and prediction at regional and
global level.
The 57 participants from 9 countries submitted 43 abstracts.
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2. Joint science sessions
The workshop was organised by science sessions (table 1) with plenary and parallel sessions.
All sessions included presentations followed by discussions aimed at identifying the main
areas of interest and options for collaboration and common activities.

2.1. J1: Recent developments in global ocean data assimilation systems (physical
and biogeochemical)
Chaired by Andy Moore; Rapporteur: Katja Fennel
This session included presentations from global DA systems (both physical and BGC) from
the Met Office, ECMWF, University of Reading and CMCC providing information about the
latest developments:
 Biogeochemical data assimilation at the Met Office: recent results and planned
Developments (Met Office)
 The ERA-CLIM2 project: Production of extended climate reanalysis with associated
carbon fluxes reconstruction (ECMWF)
 Data assimilation for improved estimation of autotrophic carbon using marine
biogeochemical models (University of Reading)
 Implementation of the Ocean Data Assimilation Component in the ECMWF ObjectOriented Prediction System (ECMWF)
 OceanVar: an improved variational data assimilation system with variational quality
control of observations (CMCC)
 Reducing equatorial ocean model imbalances caused by data assimilation (Met
Office)
The presentations showed a range of global biogeochemical (BGC) data assimilation (DA)
efforts at research and operational stages, including ocean colour and pCO2 assimilation,
processing of satellite data products for use as climate data records (OC, SST, SLA, sea ice
and others) and the production of reanalyses (for ESA CCI and ERA-CLIM & ERA-CLIM2),
plans for assimilation of in-situ BGC data such as chlorophyll, oxygen, nitrate and
assimilation of new data sources, e.g. satellite plankton functional type data, improving
estimations of autotrophic carbon stock using DA in marine BGC models, improving
integration of BGC with physical data assimilation, implementing a variational quality
control framework for more advanced QC decreasing computational time, and
considerations for the improvement of DA at the equator with a new scheme which aims to
reduce the shock caused by imbalances between the ocean pressure gradient and the wind
stress when data are assimilated.
Presentations from session J1 can be downloaded from the workshop website.
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2.2. J2: Recent developments in regional ocean data assimilation systems
(physical and biogeochemical)
Session were chaired by Katja Fennel, Chris Edwards and Marion Gehlen; Assigned
rapporteurs were David Ford, Andrea Storto and Alex Kurapov
Presentations from this session focused on recent development in regional activities in data
assimilation system (physical and BGC) from Remote Sensing Solutions, UCSC, PML, NERSC,
UCAR, CSIRO, Oregon State University, Scripps Institution of Oceanography and Rutgers
University covering regions at the California Coast, Atlantic North West Shelf, North Sea,
Monterrey Bay, Great Barrier Reef and the US West Coast. They addressed:
 Assimilation Impact of Physical Data on the California Coastal Ocean Circulation and
Biogeochemistry (Remote Sensing Solutions)
 Data assimilation of physical and chlorophyll observations in the California Current
System using two biogeochemical Models (UCSC)
 Assimilation of biogeochemical data to improve the simulation, understanding and
management of marine ecosystems: experiences in the North West European shelf
(PML)
 Ocean Biogeochemical State-Parameters Estimation within the Norwegian Earth
System Model: Ensemble Techniques and 1D Assimilation at Different Latitudes
(NERSC)
 Assimilation of satellite-derived bio-optical properties into coupled bio-optical,
physical model (UCAR)
 Use of remote-sensing reflectance to constrain a data assimilating marine
biogeochemical model of the Great Barrier Reef (CSIRO)
 The data assimilation approach in the US West Coast Ocean Forecast System (Oregon
State University)
 Regional State Estimation of the Circulation in the Northern Philippine Sea (Scripps
Institution of Oceanography)
 Mesoscale and submesoscale variability in the Luzon Strait: A data-assimilative twoway nested modeling approach (Rutgers University)
The presentations showed a range of regional biogeochemical (BGC) data assimilation (DA)
efforts at research and operational stages, including improvements to a regional systems
using physical DA, development of a coupled regional model using two different BGC
models, DA of OC and reflectance in a regional model, ocean BGC state-parameter
estimation within the Norwegian Earth System Model, assimilation of bio-optical
parameters into a coupled regional model and setting up of a DA approach for the US West
Coast Ocean Forecast System.
Presentations from session J2 can be downloaded from the workshop website.
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2.3. J3: Impact of physical DA on coupled physical-biogeochemical model
Chaired by Yi Chao; Rapporteur: Marion Gehlen
The session focussed on the impact of physical DA on coupled physical-BGC models. It
included presentations from UC Santa Cruz, Met Office, Mercator Ocean and Dalhousie
University providing findings about
 Impact of assimilating physical oceanographic data on modeled ecosystem dynamics
in the California Current System (UCSC)
 Investigating the impact of physical data assimilation on biogeochemical fields in a
global ocean model (Met Office)
 Assessment of the global hindcast and real-time biogeochemical systems designed at
Mercator Ocean: discussion on the impact of physical data assimilation (Mercator
Ocean)
 Investigating the impacts of assimilating physical data and biological data jointly
versus individually on ocean ecosystem dynamics (Dalhousie University)
While most physical DA systems are mature, they rarely include biogeochemistry and in
general have no BGC DA. Comparing free runs with assimilation runs in physical DA systems
often show that the BGC worsens. The reason for such behaviour could be due to
assimilation shocks (high vertical velocities and biological rectification) and adjustment of
physics (T,S; due to DA), but not to the BGC. A possible solution could be a fully coupled
physical-BGC assimilation system, but even then a number of issues may still remain, e.g.
nutrient field distributions. Some groups are now addressing this.
Presentations from session J3 can be downloaded from the workshop website.

2.4. Joint session discussion
The items for discussion of the joint sessions are listed below:


Spurious velocities introduced by DA – effects on biogeochemistry – what can be
done?



Biogeochemical model complexity – is there a “correct” or optimal complexity? – can
DA help in design? – do we need time-varying parameters?



Biogeochemical models are highly parameterized and highly non-linear – pathways
and state not constrained by surface chlorophyll alone – degradation of unobserved
variables – use other sources of information (prior knowledge, climatologies, etc.)?



What can be gained by assimilating other types from ocean colour (reflectances,
phytoplankton functional groups)



How to deal with assimilation sparse versus high-density observations? – multi-scale
approaches
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The initial discussion concerned the problem of spurious vertical velocities from data
assimilation systems affecting biogeochemistry (which happens not only in the Tropics). The
possibility of using digital filters as in meteorological models (as a penalty term in the cost
function, or an assimilation post-processing step) was discussed. A. Vidard had some
experience in that, pointing out that in his system, digital filters did not have significant
impact. It was also pointed out that the use of filters in general contrasts with the increase
of resolution (the higher the resolution, the smaller the use of filters), i.e. it does not seem a
definitive answer. Representatives from the Met Office pointed out that their approach to
the problem (J. Waters talk) was not completely satisfactorily in terms of impact on
biogeochemistry (tropical equator area  impact on BGC through gravity waves; could be
constraint by using digital filters (works for NWP); but gravity wave field is important, could
post assimilation correction help?)
A next part of the discussion was devoted to the complexity of biogeochemistry models, but
there were a lot of different opinions. Complexity was said also to be partly supported by
future observing network (Bio Argo). There are still many unobserved variables which limits
the options for model complexity. However, Nitrate and oxygen profiles from Argo would
make a big difference. There are 1000 Bio Argo floats to be deployed also providing light +
pH. Increasing model complexity also increases the degree of freedom. Maybe it is better to
keep it simple. There are projects (OSSEs) running that evaluate the usefulness of new
observations. Combining all available data (float observations, sat data, reanalysis
information) could lead to over-tuning the model. In this context coupled physical-BGC DA
becomes important.
It was proposed to consider looking at multi model ensembles to address uncertainty. In
light of not having enough observations we should start representing the uncertainty a little
more explicitly. For example, an ensemble of model simulations generated through
perturbation of initial conditions could be set up and feed into an EnKF based system.
Between 50 and 100 members could be generated with simple NPZD-type models. The
approach could be expanded to include models of intermediate complexity. Assimilation
could proceed in a joint updated state, multi model ensembles. However, such a
coordinated approach cannot be easily implemented for regional models, as they don’t span
the same regional space. The ROMS package could provide an alternative as it includes 3-4
models of varying complexity which could be deployed for a particular region. This would
allow quantifying the uncertainty for each of those models. Australia could run different
models for the same region. This would also allow addressing the question of model
complexity. Ecosystem models with overlapping domains are available for the North West
European Shelf, as well as a decadal EnKF reanalysis of the regional biogeochemistry. This
would allow quantifying the uncertainty of BGC fluxes and indicators.
Global models are needed for boundary or initial conditions for the regional configurations,
but also for simulating the carbon cycle, CO2 fluxes or climate variability. Regional
downscaling is one of the focus areas of the TT – coastal ocean and shelf seas. Could this
group make recommendations on what parameters would be needed to feed initial and
boundary conditions of regional models? NOAA for example supports a wide ranging
forecasting effort which includes applications such as hypoxia, HABS, pathogen and species
diversity. These applications are regional in scope and need appropriate boundary forcing.
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NCEP is focussing on global modelling, but has interest in adding a BGC component and
moving towards ecological forecasting. There are a lot of regional applications but the focus
is moving towards global-regional applications for e.g. habitats, such as coral reef areas
(BGR) or small island nations (Pacific). The requirements of products targeting HABS,
pathogens, hypoxia …etc. have to be taken into account when setting up systems. They
might differ from the needs for applications targeting fisheries and aquaculture. We need to
be thoughtful what problems we are trying to solve…not have a system for everything, but
to concentrate efforts and resources to where the opportunities and applications reside.
Need the model developers and DA experts to really think in terms of what the pull is. User
needs should be the driver for the way forward.
Applications at local/regional level need to be backed up by the global scale/system. Climate
scales (fully coupled Earth System models, e.g. IPCC models) are important and it would be
very valuable to have a reanalysis of BGC fields of mostly ocean productivity/ ocean colour,
and when possible air-sea fluxes of CO2.
Currently it was not see as realistic to validate coupled earth system models using
biogeochemical reanalysis. This is in part due to insufficient observations hampering the
production of BGC reanalysis. In order to achieve such plans we would need tight
constraints on the BGC. We need to communicate the requirements for observations, e.g.
Bio Argo to move forward. An option would be to interface e.g. with the GOOS carbon panel
and to put forward requirements about observations, articulate the needs for improving the
modelling, and work closely with the community. This group could provide the information
on where the gaps are or which particular parameter is important. We should be involved to
answer questions, help prioritise, and make resource decisions.
A lot can be gained from working closely with the satellite observation providers, (e.g.
validation or calibration of measurements). Agencies start to invest funds to improve
algorithms, set up field measurements to support the development in validation and there is
a critical need from remote sensing experts to support this effort. Data assimilation is the
perfect tool for this and this group should consider supporting this.
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3. Separate Task Team sessions - MEAP
3.1. MEAP-TT session on Fisheries
Chaired by Marion Gehlen
The Fisheries outreach session was intended to enhance the communication between
scientists and professionals from fisheries and aquaculture industries. For operational
applications the challenge is to have this user driven development of products delivered by
forecasting centres the scientific community and to relate this knowledge back to the user
groups. The session proposed a series of lectures presenting operational oceanography
applications targeting the above mentioned sectors followed by an open discussion. The
goal was twofold: (1) communicate operational oceanography applications that are already
available; (2) enhance awareness and understanding among scientists of the type of
information needed by fisheries and aquaculture industries.
Talks for this session were presented by UCSC, University of Washington and NOAA, and
addressed the following topics:
 Development of a Harmful Algal Bloom Forecast System for Coastal California (UCSC)
 Predicting Toxic Algal Blooms: Can We Move From Weather Forecasts to Seasonal
Forecasts? (UCSC)
 Operational Oceanography for Shellfish Aquaculture in a Changing Ocean: meeting
needs through IOOS (University of Washington)
 Forecasting bycatch and ship strike risk, EcoCast and WhaleWatch for dynamic ocean
management (NOAA)
 A new perspective on the foraging ecology of apex predators in the California
Current: results from a fully coupled ecosystem model (UCSC)
 Monitoring the Eastern Tropical Pacific Tuna Fishery from Space (University of
Southern California)
The talks presented in this session provided an interesting overview of monitoring and
forecasting systems being set up for intermediate users and in some cases end-users to
provide better understanding of harmful and toxic algal blooms, ocean acidification impacts
on marine ecosystems, to provide tools for the reduction of bycatch of protected marine
species, ship strike risks of whales and population dynamics of apex predators (e.g. Tuna).
Presentations spanned from academic research to user driven applications.

3.2. Fisheries session discussion
The main discussion focused on the transition from research to operations, how best to
approach this and what challenges and issues are related to serving the user community.
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The discussion highlighted in particular:
 the need to precisely identify user expectations;
 the need for robustness of model forecasts:
There is a risk that if the prediction fails the fish stock may collapse. Uncertainty has
to be evaluated through implementation of ensemble or multi-model approaches.
These approaches need to be set up in research space first, prior to transferring to
operational space. An efficient two-way communication has to be developed with
users on the concept and usefulness of the results/products, which implies
communication about uncertainty to general audience.
 The need to identify ways to transition from demonstration to operational
implementation:
The community should not wait to get the ‘perfect system’, but rather release
output available sooner, along with an assessment of model skill. It is important to
communicate with users sensibly and efficiently to avoid misunderstandings and
misuse of products (e.g. by-catch monitoring tools and products limitations);
It was suggested to gain multi-institutional support for setting up an international/national
backbone of an operational system for BGC/ecosystem applications. Science has to underpin
the operational process all the way from R&D to the operational product and user
communication.
Presentations from the Fisheries session can be downloaded from the workshop website.
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4. Separate Task Team sessions - DA
The DA-TT will foster the development and evaluation of data assimilation (DA) systems
relevant to GOV. This requires the coordination of fundamental and challenging issues in the
ocean forecasting process of which DA is a significant part. The DA-TT is working towards a
work plan which identifies the relevant actions supporting this aim.
The separate TT sessions (D1-D4) addressed specific focus areas of the DA-TT:





Observation impact and sensitivity
Model error bias
Hybrid data assimilation
Error covariance modelling

Presentation information and discussion outcomes are summarised below:

4.1. D1 - Observation impact and sensitivity
Chaired by Anthony Weaver; rapporteur: Andy Moore
Session presentations were:
 Observation Impacts on Resolved Climate Variability– Andy Moore, UCSC
 Inter-comparison of increments from multiple GOV systems using a set of idealised
observations – Jennie Waters, Met Office
This session focussed on two recent efforts to quantify the impact of observation on ocean
circulation estimates – one global application and another a regional application. The first
presentation by Moore was an update of his talk at the last DA-TT meeting in which the
impact of different observing platforms on climate variability within the California Current
circulation as captured by Principal Oscillation Patterns (POPs). The POP amplitudes were
used as metrics for observation impact calculations, and the impact of observing platform
through time could be traced by virtue of the known time dependence of each POP. The
second presentation by Waters was a report on one the outcome of one of the joint task
team activities focussed on the increments that arise from single, widely spaced
observations. Similarities and differences between the increments from several global
models and one regional model were highlighted. There was a lengthy discussion on what
the cause of the differences could be. In addition, there was a lengthy discussion on how (a)
how this should be extended (if at all i.e. is it a valuable exercise), and (b) to encourage
other groups, such as Mercator and CMCC, to contribute to this activity. It was unanimously
agreed that this was a useful exercise that should be pursued further, while at the same
time recognizing the limitations of the experiments and analysis so far. The following
suggestions were made during the session discussion and TT business meeting: observation
error; "normalize" the response by the maximum of the analysis increment; run the
experiments again with a zero background; use the same window length in 4D-Var systems;
other groups to contribute - MERCATOR, Young Ho Kim, Peter Oke (BlueLINK), NCEP; revisit
stability of profile (T and S); run a true single obs experiments (i.e obs centered on the
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thermocline)(i.e. the get a single representer - covariance function); each group should
provide velocity fields as well.

4.2. D2 - Model error and bias
Chaired by Jennie Waters; rapporteur: Andy Moore
 Using temporally averaged data assimilation increments to understand biases in GOV
model and data assimilation systems – Dan Lea, Met Office
The single presentation in this session by Lea was focussed on the outcome of the
second joint TT activity aimed at using the DA increments to quantify model biases. The
discussion following this presentation and at the subsequent TT business meeting
highlighted the following: a common format for the output is needed when more groups
contribute; Young Ho Kim will contribute (model bias assessment based on model
resolution dependence); MERCATOR and CMCC would like to contribute and use bias
correction, but may not have saved the required diagnostics; UCSC could provide an
analysis of bias and increments for CA coastal upwelling which would yield a regional
perspective. A specific request was made for Matt Martin clarify instructions for what he
thinks is needed.

4.3. D3 - Hybrid data assimilation
Chaired by Dan Lea; rapporteur: Javier Zavala-Garay
 Developments in ensemble-variational data assimilation for the global ocean –
Anthony Weaver, CERFACS
 Error Covariance Estimates - A View Toward Hybrid DA – Andy Moore, UCSC
 A Hybrid Variational-Ensemble data assimilation scheme with systematic error
correction for limited area ocean model – Paolo Oddo, CMRE
This session consisted of three presentations describing recent advances in hybrid dataassimialtion. Recognizing that a key aspect to improve data assimilation methodologies is
the accurate specification of error statistics for the Background Error Covariance (BEC), the
talks presented in this section described different methodologies and approaches to
optimally combine flow-dependent estimates of the BEC with the traditional static BEC
models used in variational data assimilation. In all the talks the basic premise was that the
true BEC can be estimated as a linear combination of the static and flow-dependent
estimates of the BEC. In particular, the presumed benefit of utilizing ensemble-based
techniques in their habillity to provide a flow-dependent estimate of the BECs was
discussed, and alternative methodologies were also presented. For small ensembles, as it is
usually the case, BEC estimates can erroneously identify erroneous correlations between
widely separated locations that need to be removed by covariance filtering or localization
techniques.
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The first talk, entitled "Developments in ensemble-variational data assimilation for the
global ocean", was presented by Dr. Anthony Weaver. This presentation described the
recent developments and plans for generating ensembles of analyses and for specifying the
BEC in the NEMOVAR system. Two variants of Ensemble of Data Assimilations (EDA) are
under development in NEMOVAR, the stochastic approach where the EDA is obtained by
assimilating an ensemble of randomly perturbed observations, and the Deterministic
Ensemble Variational Integrated Localized (D-EVIL) approach where the EDA statistics is
approximated using information from eigenvectors generated by the minimization
algorithm.
The NEMOVAR BEC is modeled as a linear combination of three different components. A
static BEC that can incorporate multiple covariance models representing different scales, a
flow-dependent BEC estimate based on ensembles, and a large-scale EOF-based BEC for the
assimilation of sparse observations. It is unclear at this point if inclusion of the EOF-based
covariance is beneficial or detrimental since observations can have a non-local impact in the
analysis error. Therefore, most of the presentation focused on the specification of the
ensemble-based BEC and the optimal ways to combine it with the static estimate (or
hybridization). The importance of localization in the flow-dependent BEC estimate was also
highlighted and examples of the optimal localization/hybridization for the NEMOVAR were
presented. In general, as expected, the weights for the static/flow-dependent BEC
decrease/increase as the ensemble size increases.
The second talk, entitled "Error Covariance Estimates: A View Toward Hybrid DA", was
presented by Dr. Andew M. Moore. This presentation described an alternative approach to
estimate the BEC to that used in the NEMOVAR system. As with the NEMOVAR system, the
basic premise is that the BEC can be estimated as a linear combination of a static and an
ensemble-based flow-dependent component. Different issues regarding the estimation of
the flow-dependent component of BEC when using ensemble methods were briefly
discussed, such as the size of the ensemble, the different ways to generate each ensemble
member, and the localization and covariance inflation. Recognizing these limitations, this
talk outlined an alternative method that can potentially avoid some of the aforementioned
issues related to ensemble methods. The basic idea, originally proposed in the atmospheric
sciences, is to estimate the flow-dependent part of the BEC using the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) with respect to a norm defined by the inverse of the analysis-error
covariance matrix. These so-called Hessian Singular Vectors evolve into the leading EOFS of
the forecast error covariance. The inverse of the analysis error covariance is approximated
via a factorization based on the Lanczos vectors used in the 4d-Var search directions. The
performance of this approach was illustrated using a baroclinically unstable zonal jet in a
periodic channel. The resulting good correspondence between the true error structure and
the EOFs associated with the SVD approach are encouraging to further explore this
approach in more realistic systems.
The third and last talk, entitled "A Hybrid Variational-Ensemble data assimilation scheme
with systematic error correction for limited area ocean", was presented by Dr. P. Oddo. This
presentation outlined an alternative methodology to estimate the vertical and horizontal
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parts of the BEC in a 3DVar system using a limited area NEMO application for the western
Mediterranean Sea. In addition to allowing for flow-dependent corrections, the proposed
scheme can correct for systematic errors introduced in the system by the control variables
(i.e., the initial conditions and the boundary and surface forcings). In this approach the BEC
is modeled as a linear sequence of operators, each one defining a specific error space. The
part defining the vertical covariance is estimated using multivariate Empirical Orthogonal
Functions which is then expanded horizontally using a recursive filter.

4.4. D4 - Error covariance modelling
Chaired by Andy Moore; rapporteur: Paul Mattern
The main points of the talks in this session are summarized as follows:

 “Impact of the Background error Covariance Matrix formulation in the Copernicus
Marine Service” – Jenny Pistoia, INGV








Model: NEMO 1/12 degree for Mediterranean
DA: 3D-Var, forecasts every day
B = VVT with V=VD VUV Vη VH VV
T, S and η are being optimized
Focus of the talk on VV which is based on vertical EOFs
Version V1: VV based on 13 regions (trivariate EOFs: T, S and η)
Version V2: Desroziers statistics used to adjust VV for each month (trivariate EOFs: T,
S and η)
 Version V2B: bivariate EOFs (T,S) evaluated at each grid point, 20 year reanalysis
 Results:
o V2B better for deep salt
o V2B worse at intermediate depths
o V2B worse for η
 Open questions: trivariate EOFs worse for T and S?
 “Modelling forecast error statistics in the Mercator ocean and sea-ice reanalysis
system” – Charles-Emmanuel Testut, Mercator Ocean








Model: NEMO + sea ice, global, ¼ degree, 50 levels
DA: SEEK + LETKF, assimilation of SLA/in-situ/SST data
Long simulation -> running mean -> anomaly ensemble
Use anomalies around analysis data (+/- 60 days) to construct B
Sea ice (SI) concentration comparison
Assimilate SI drift, thickness, temperature to update unobserved variables like SI
volume, concentration
Hindcast experiments:
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o Thickness update causes strong effect but few observations available
o Different categories of SI thickness are affected differently
 Sensitivity tests / ensemble experiments to estimate appropriate levels of ensemble
spread
 For SI concentration:
o |obs - ensemble mean| ≈ ensemble spread
o Most observations are within ensemble spread
 For SI thickness:
o Data sparse
o Most obs are in ensemble spread
o Ensemble bias present
 SI volume hard to constrain
 Q&A:
o No feedback of SI DA on ocean
o Ensemble perturbations via forcing perturbations and parameter
perturbations (for SI and ocean DA)
 “Handling boundaries with the recursive filter” – Isabelle Mirouze, CMCC










Model: NEMO + sea ice, global, 1/16 degree
DA: OceanVar = 3D-Var for T, S, SLA
Challenges with high res:
o CPU time -> efficient algorithms needed
o Memory: cheap algorithms needed
o Parallel: scalable algorithms needed
Focus on VH, horizontal correlation operator
1D recursive filter to approximate AR process
Comparison of commonly used grid extension strategies to new approach:
o Applying filter across east-west wrapping/ north fold/ junctions between
domains by treating boundaries as periodic
o Neumann or Dirichlet bry conditions for applying filter for handling coastlines
Result: new approach better than grid extension, i.e. better accuracy at equal
CPU/memory

 “Assimilating sparse historical data using large scale EOF error covariances” – Dan
Lea, Met Office






Model: NEMO, global
DA: NEMOVar (3D-/4D-Var)
Reanalysis 1900 to present: observation network has changed
How to best use sparse historical data to create B
B constructed from 3 parts
o Diffusion model
o From ensemble
19

From EOFs (focus of talk)
EOF DA: delta x = E*a (where E are the EOFs of B)
B based on EOFs applies global update based on local obs
B based on EOFs + diffusion model to obtain more “realistic” increments
Experiment:
o Use full 2010 data vs subsampled 2010 data with 1970s distribution/numbers
o Results: EOF B causes strong increments in data-poor regions compared to
standard approach
Open questions: combination of B based on EOFs + diffusion model for best results?
o








Presentations from the D1-D4 session can be downloaded from the workshop website.
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This closes the summary of the main workshop report.
The next sections provide an overview of the discussions and outcomes of the
MEAP-TT and DA-TT business meetings (which were organised for TT members
only).
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5. MEAP Task Team business meeting (members only)
Following the joint DA-MAEP-TT workshop, a smaller, TT “members only” meeting was held
to continue the discussion on strategic direction and future plans for activities of the MEAPTT.
The MEAP-TT members’ meeting included the following agenda items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actions from the last MEAP-TT meeting (June 2015)
Organisation of future meetings
Review paper discussion
Update on review of methods for biogeochemical DA
Discussion of downscaling activity
Update on end-user survey
AOB

5.1. Actions from last MEAP-TT meeting
Most of the actions from last meeting have been done but a few remain open.
No
1

Owner
KF, MG and
KWB

2

CB and EJ

3

CB and EJ

4

MG and KF

5

MG and KF

Description
to indentify, collate and set up mailing lists
for MEAP-TT communication
to start a survey of end user needs

Comments
Ongoing
Done, to be
discussed at this
meeting

to provide first results about the user need
survey outcome for presentation at the
Done
GOV annual meeting in Sydney.
to revise the work plan according to the
workshop agreements (refined
Done
implementation plan, achievable milestones
and inventory).
Done, CS is in
principle interested
to invite Charly Stock (NOAA) as new
should be invited to
member of the MEAP-TT.
attend the next
MEAP-TT meeting

5.2. Organisation of future MEAP-TT meetings
It was suggested to try to co-locate future meetings with larger high-profile events which
are often attended by TT members anyway (saving costs and time). One opportunity could
be the European EGU conference in 2017. (23-28 April 2017, Vienna; deadline for proposals
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is the 9th Sep 2016). However, it was stated that it could be difficult for example for “NOAA
people” to attend. Other meetings could be more suitable, e.g. AMEMR (Advances in Marine
Ecosystem Modelling Research) meeting, Plymouth, July 2017 for which the call for sessions
was open until end of July 2017. Alternatively it could be tried to align a session with BioArgo. Co-location with larger events would generally increase visibility of the MEAP-TT to
new communities.
Action MEAP-TT-2016-1:

MG to ask all TT members about the organisation of the next TT
meetings and whether co-location with larger events should be
considered.

If the MEAP-TT is co-located with external events at least one day should be allocated for a
MEAP-TT business meeting. This is not always easy to achieve as meeting room booking,
costs, time would need to be taking into consideration.
If the co-location with larger events would become a regular feature for MEAP-TT meetings
it would mean an opportunity for a higher frequency of the TT getting together with less
organisational effort and costs. It is not expected that everyone will take part in every
meeting, but that members have to prioritise.
It was proposed that the TT should generally consider a clearer communication and
outreach strategy on meeting and discussion TT plans & issues with other/external groups.

5.3. Review paper discussion
The MEAP-TT would like to organise the publication of a review/best practice paper in 2017
covering BGC data assimilation methods and applications. The paper should be ready for
submission by the end of the year (2016) and it would be expected to be sent to press in
summer 2017. The following journals were proposed:
o Progress in Oceanography (free; journal subscription required for access)
o Biogeosciences (expensive; Open Access)
While “Progress in Oceanography” would provide a free service with potentially more
limited visibility, “Biogeosciences” would need to be paid for but the published article would
be freely available (tbd). Biogeosciences is published by Copernicus publications. Copernicus
is planning to set up an open access encyclopaedia that will bring together review articles
published in Copernicus journals. Potentially this review could be included, which would
increase visibility further.
Contributing authors have been identified (a lunch meeting to discuss details has been set
up). The paper should be written with a wider audience in mind and should be
understandable to non-experts.
It was proposed to consider including the following aspects (non-exhaustive list):
-

Sequential (variational and ensemble based methods)
Show efforts in identifying the observation errors
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-

Case studies to show examples of applications for DA methods
Conceptual ideas to be converged, integrated information
Applications to real BGC problems in large domains (GOV outreach approach)

It is not yet definite what type of physical DA examples will be included in the paper.
The challenges of putting a useful paper together were discussed and the following points
were made:
-

-

-

Spurious vertical velocities but also horizontal velocities – different problems
Case studies
o could be studies already been produced
o should be as realistic as possible (honest)
providing uncertainty information for the outcome of the models, should include
what is ready to go, already published papers or details related to published material
intercomparison between regional models in particular could be difficult and so
estimations of main increments (table of),e.g. for nitrate or chlorophyll could be
helpful (indication of how hard the DA system is working to correct the model)
metrics

5.4. Downscaling activities
The objective for downscaling activities in the MEAP-TT is to assess the added benefit of
regional applications over global models in terms of model skill.
The approach for this type of activity would be to define regions, models, metrics and data
sets, then develop scripts and analyze the outcome.
The strategy would be to find/involve groups that have regional models and data sets in
place, and either have already set up good connections, or could develop good connections
with global modelling groups or operational centres. Synergies with COSS-TT activity will be
explored when approaching this activity. In preparation of this activity agreement on the
intercomparison objective as well as on data sets to use, scripts, metrics, etc would need to
be reached so there is need to discuss the best practises.
It is hoped that such activities would lead to a publication.

5.5. User survey
The user survey was presented as being unsuccessful as it only produced two responses.
Action MEAP-TT-2016-2:

EJ to circulate the survey to co-chairs, PG and KWB for feedback.

PG and KWB confirmed that they would help to revise the survey so it can be resend. The
likely reason for its failure included :
- People were not warned that the survey would be sent out and what authority send it
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- It was unclear to people what the collection of information from the survey was for and
what benefit it would bring to them
- It did not reach the correct audience/ people where not sure if they could answer the
questions
- Too many questions have complicated the survey and made people give up half-way
through filling it in.

5.6. International collaboration
It was proposed to consider engaging with international organisations involved particularly
with BGC observation systems. PD suggested contacting the GOOS Biogeochemistry Panel
IOCCG (International Ocean Carbon Coordination Project) of which Toste Tanhua (GEOMAR)
is the panel chair. Another group to contact could be the GOOS Biology and Ecosystems
Panel which is co-chaired by Samantha Simmons (MMC & UCSC).
The aims of collaboration with other groups will allow speaking with a common voice and
exploiting the synergies with other groups for the benefit of all. For example the
engagement and support of “Bio Argo” (check Bio-Argo Working group of IOCCG) will help
the whole community and is already part of the MEAP-TT work plan.
PD confirmed that he would be happy to reach out to GOOS panels and can propose people
to engage with. The EGU next year (2017) could also be a good opportunity to reach out to
new groups; need to work better together. It is hoped that the Patron champions will help
to push this effort forward.
PD will report back to Patrons and will praise the exceptional job of MEAP-TT co-chairs.
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6. DA Task Team business meeting (members only)
Chaired by Andy Moore
Following the joint DA_MAEP-TT workshop, a smaller, TT “members only” meeting was held
to continue the discussion on strategic direction and future plans for activities of the MEAPTT.
The DA-TT members’ meeting included the following agenda items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review of work plan activities
• Single observation experiments
Organisation of future meetings
Review paper discussion
Update on review of methods for biogeochemical DA
Discussion of downscaling activity
Update on end-user survey
AOB

6.1. Work plan activities
Single observation experiments were proposed by the TT after the last DA-TT meeting in
Exeter. MM circulated the information for setting up the experiments and added the details
to the GOV twiki page:
-

-

Intercomparisons of average increments
o To identify and quantify model and forcing biases common to ocean data
assimilation systems via coordinated experiments
Multiple Observation experiments
o To improve the understanding of error covariances in existing DA systems via
a common set of coordinated experiments assimilating multiple widelyspaced observations. (Will also help to understand impact of observations
from an OSEval-TT perspective)

AM indicated that he would like to pick up on these experiments again as some groups have
not yet done them. Dan Lea and Jennie Waters (both Met Office) stated that their
experiments would not yet be publishable and that a rerun would be advisable. Jim
Cummings has tried to run a single observation experiment but had problems with regridding.
It was stated that it would be interesting to find out what we are learning from the primary
differences of the increments. There are different aspects that could be responsible even for
models using the same DA system. It would be helpful find the primary reason that makes
the increments different. It was proposed to guide the interpretation of the increment
differences by providing additional profiles of observation and background errors to help
interpret the differences between the different systems.
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Action DA-TT-2016-1:

Proposal for everyone in the DA-TT who wants to take part in the
single observation experiment to provide their model background
information for comparison.

Feedback from the TT members regards running the experiment was cautious. At MercatorOcean the original experiments have not yet been done as Matt’s information on how to set
up the single experiment was missed. Other TT members were asked if they could do the
experiments. Paolo would need to spend some time to clarify the diagnostics. YoungHo
confirmed that he would be able to do them. CMCC could also get involved.
(Specific comments are listed in the Annex E DA-TT members meeting.)

6.2.




6.3.

DA-TT membership
It was proposed to invite Hernan G. Arango (ROMS) as a new member.
Magdalena Balmaseda might be too busy in future and could be asked to identify a
replacement from ECMWF. Marcin Chrust was asked to discuss this with her.
Jim Cummings suggested to find a new representation from NRL and suggested to
asked Pat Hogan (Jim is more representing NCEP)

Next workshop/ meeting

Everybody confirmed that the joint meeting was a successful idea and should be considered
for future meetings. Joining with the COSS-TT was mentioned in this context.
It was also proposed to consider to link with larger DA events and arrange a side TT
members meeting. Such meetings could alternate with joint meetings. It was considered
that meetings at 12-18 months intervals would be most sensible.
Paolo Oddo is offering to host the next DA workshop at CMRE in La Spezia in autumn 2017
(e.g. September) TBC.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Workshop agenda
Day 1 - Monday, 11th July 2016
All workshop session on day 1 will be in plenary
08:30 – 09:00

Registration & coffee

Introductory Session
09:00 – 09:10
09:10 – 09:20
09:20 – 09:30
09:30 – 09:45
09:45 – 10:00

Welcome (Andy Moore / Kirsten Wilmer-Becker)
Workshop aims and objectives (Andy Moore, Katja Fennel and Marion Gehlen)
Overview of GODAE OceanView (Paul DiGiacomo)
Current Status and Overview of MEAP Task Team (Katja Fennel/Marion Gehlen)
Current Status and Overview of Data Assimilation Task Team (Andy Moore)

Joint Workshop sessions

- Plenary session on data assimilation –
Session chair: Andy Moore
Rapporteur: Katja Fennel

J1: Recent developments in global ocean data assimilation systems (physical and
biogeochemical)
10:00 – 10:20

Biogeochemical data assimilation at the Met Office: recent results and planned
Developments – David Ford, Met Office

10:20 – 10:40

The ERA-CLIM2 project: Production of extended climate reanalysis with
associated carbon fluxes reconstruction – Patrick Laloyaux, ECMWF

10:40 – 11:10

Coffee Break

11:10 – 11:30

Data assimilation for improved estimation of autotrophic carbon using marine
biogeochemical models – Shovonlal Roy, University of Reading

11:30 – 11:50

Implementation of the Ocean Data Assimilation Component in the ECMWF
Object-Oriented Prediction System – Marcin Chrust, ECMWF

11:50 – 12:10

OceanVar: an improved variational data assimilation system with variational
quality control of observations – Andrea Storto, CMCC

12:10 – 12:30

Reducing equatorial ocean model imbalances caused by data assimilation –
Jennie Waters, Met Office

12:30 – 14:00
Lunch Break
Joint Workshop sessions

- Plenary session on data assimilation –
Session chair: Katja Fennel
Rapporteur: David Ford
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J2: Recent developments in regional ocean data assimilation systems
(physical and biogeochemical)
14:00 – 14:20

Assimilation Impact of Physical Data on the California Coastal Ocean Circulation
and Biogeochemistry – Yi Chao, Remote Sensing Solutions

14:20 – 14:40

Data assimilation of physical and chlorophyll observations in the California
Current System using two biogeochemical Models – Jann Paul Mattern, UCSC

14:40 – 15:00

Assimilation of biogeochemical data to improve the simulation, understanding
and management of marine ecosystems: experiences in the North West
European shelf – Stefano Ciavatta, PML

15:00 – 15:20

Ocean Biogeochemical State-Parameters Estimation within the Norwegian
Earth System Model: Ensemble Techniques and 1D Assimilation at Different
Latitudes – Mohamad El Gharamti, NERSC

15:20 – 15:50

Coffee Break

Joint Workshop sessions

J2 - continued

- Plenary session on data assimilation Session chair: Chris Edwards
Rapporteur: Andrea Storto

15:50 – 16:10

Assimilation of satellite-derived bio-optical properties into coupled bio-optical, physical
model – Sergey Frolov, UCAR

16:10 – 16:30

Use of remote-sensing reflectance to constrain a data assimilating marine
biogeochemical model of the Great Barrier Reef – Emlyn Jones, CSIRO

16:30 – 16:50

The data assimilation approach in the US West Coast Ocean Forecast System –
Alexander Kurapov, Oregon State University

16:50 – 17:10

Discussion reflecting on day 1 presentations

17:10

End of day 1

18:00 – 20:00

Ice-breaker reception and Poster viewing
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Day 2 - Tuesday, 12th July 2016
Morning workshop sessions are in plenary, afternoon session are parallel sessions
Joint Workshop sessions

J2 - continued

- Plenary session on data assimilation –
Session chair: Marion Gehlen
Rapporteur: Alexander Kurapov

09:00 – 09:20

Regional State Estimation of the Circulation in the Northern Philippine Sea –
Bruce Cornuelle, Scripps Institution of Oceanography

09:20 – 09:40

Mesoscale and submesoscale variability in the Luzon Strait: A data-assimilative twoway nested modeling approach – Javier Zavala-Garay, Rutgers University

Joint Workshop sessions

- Plenary session on data assimilation Session Chair: Yi Chao
Rapporteur: Marion Gehlen

J3: Impact of physical DA on coupled physical-biogeochemical models
09:40 – 10:00

Impact of assimilating physical oceanographic data on modeled ecosystem dynamics in
the California Current System – Chris Edwards, UCSC

10:00 – 10:20

Investigating the impact of physical data assimilation on biogeochemical fields in a
global ocean model – David Ford, Met Office

10:20 – 10:50

Coffee

10:50 – 11:10

Global Data assimilation into a coupled ocean-atmosphere - the impact on
marine biogeochemical cycles – Richard Matear, CSIRO

11:10 – 11:30

Assessment of the global hindcast and real-time biogeochemical systems
designed at Mercator Ocean: discussion on the impact of physical data
assimilation – Coralie Perruche, Mercator Ocean

11:30 – 11:50

Investigating the impacts of assimilating physical data and biological data jointly
versus individually on ocean ecosystem dynamics – Liuqian Yu, Dalhousie
University

11:50 – 12:10

Discussion

12:10 – 12:20
12:20 – 13:30

Group Photo
Lunch Break
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MEAP Session (in parallel with DA)

DA Session (in parallel with MEAP)

M3: Fisheries outreach session
Session chair: Marion Gehlen
Rapporteur: Chris Brown
13:30 – 13:50 Development of a Harmful
Algal Bloom Forecast System for
Coastal California – Clarissa
Anderson, UCSC
13:50 – 14:10 Predicting Toxic Algal Blooms:
Can We Move From Weather
Forecasts to Seasonal Forecasts?
– Raphael Kudela, UCSC
14:10 – 14:30 Operational Oceanography for
Shellfish Aquaculture in a
Changing Ocean: meeting needs
through IOOS – Jan Newton,
University of Washington
14:30 – 14:50 Forecasting bycatch and ship
strike risk, EcoCast and
WhaleWatch for dynamic ocean
management – Elliot Hazen,
NOAA
14:50 – 15:10 A new perspective on the
foraging ecology of apex predators
in the California Cu
rrent: results from a fully coupled
ecosystem model – Jerome
Fiechter, UCSC

15:10 – 15:40

D1: Observation impact and sensitivity
Session chair: Anthony Weaver
Rapporteur: Chris Edwards
13:30 – 13:50 Observation Impacts on
Resolved Climate Variability
– Andy Moore, UCSC
13:50 – 14:10 Inter-comparison of increments
from multiple GOV systems using a
set of idealised observations –
Jennie Waters, Met Office
14:10 – 14:30

Discussion on DA-TT work plan
item on idealised observation
experiments.

D2: Model error and bias
Session chair: Jennie Waters
Rapporteur: Chris Edwards
14:30 – 14:50 Using temporally averaged data
assimilation increments to
understand biases in GOV model
and data assimilation systems –
Dan Lea, Met Office
14:50 – 15:10 Discussion on DA-TT work plan
item on average increments
inter-comparisons

Coffee Break
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M3: Fisheries outreach session – cont’d
15:40 – 16:00

Monitoring the Eastern Tropical
Pacific Tuna Fishery from Space –
Dale Kiefer, University of Southern
California

16:00 – 17:30 Panel discussion

D3: Hybrid data assimilation
Session chair: Dan Lea
Rapporteur: Javier Zavala-Garay
15:40 – 16:00 Developments in ensemblevariational data assimilation for
the global ocean – Anthony
Weaver, CERFACS
16:00 – 16:20 Error Covariance Estimates - A
View Toward Hybrid DA – Andy
Moore, UCSC
16:20 – 16:40 A Hybrid Variational-Ensemble
data assimilation scheme with
systematic error correction for
limited area ocean model –
Paolo Oddo, CMRE
16:40 – 17:00 Discussion on DA-TT work plan
item on hybrid DA

17:00 / 17:30

End of day 2
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Day 3 - Wednesday, 13th July 2016
All workshop sessions on day 3 will be in parallel
MEAP Session (in parallel with DA)

09:00 – 10:30 MEAP-TT Business Meeting
(Members only)

DA Session (in parallel with MEAP)
D4: Error Covariance Modelling
Session chair: Andy Moore
Rapporteur: Paul Mattern
09:00 – 09:20 Impact of the Background error
Covariance Matrix formulation in
the Copernicus Marine Service –
Jenny Pistoia, INGV
09:20 – 09:40 Modelling forecast error
statistics in the Mercator ocean
and sea-ice reanalysis system –
Charles-Emmanuel Testut,
Mercator Ocean
09:40 – 10:00 Handling boundaries with the
recursive filter – Isabelle
Mirouze, CMCC
10:00 – 10:30 Discussion

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break
D4: Error Covariance Modelling cont’d

11:00 – 12:30

Poster viewing

11:00 – 11:20 Assimilating sparse historical
data using large scale EOF error
covariances – Dan Lea, Met
Office
11:20 – 11:30 Discussion
11:30 – 12:30 DA-TT Business Meeting
(Members only)

12:30 – 13:30

Lunch Break

13:30

Workshop Close
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Surname
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Country
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Appendix C: Presentations
Introduction
No

Title

Presenter

Affiliation

1.0

Welcome and introduction

Andrew Moore

UC Santa Cruz

1.1

Workshop aims and objectives

Andrew Moore

Met Office

1.2

Overview of GOV

Paul DiGiacomo

NOAA

1.3

Overview and status of the MEAP-TT

Katja Fennel and
Marion Gehlen

Dalhousie University

1.4

Overview and status of the DA-TT

Andrew Moore

UC Santa Cruz

J1: Recent developments in global ocean data assimilation systems (physical and
biogeochemical)
No

Title

Presenter

Affiliation

J1.1

Biogeochemical data assimilation at the Met
Office: recent results and planned
developments

David Ford

Met Office

J1.2

The ERA-CLIM2 project: Production of extended
climate reanalysis with associated carbon fluxes
reconstruction

Patrick Laloyaux

ECMWF

J1.3

Data assimilation for improved estimation of
autotrophic carbon using marine
biogeochemical models

Shovonlal Roy

University of Reading

J1.4

Implementation of the Ocean Data Assimilation
Component in the ECMWF Object-Oriented
Prediction System

Marcin Chrust

ECMWF

J1.5

OceanVar: an improved variational data
assimilation system with variational quality
control of observations

Andrea Storto

CMCC

J1.6

Reducing equatorial ocean model imbalances
caused by data assimilation

Jennifer Waters

Met Office

J2: Recent developments in regional ocean data assimilation systems (physical and
biogeochemical)
No

Title

Presenter

Affiliation

J2.1

Assimilation Impact of Physical Data on the
California Coastal Ocean Circulation and
Biogeochemistry

John Farrara

Remote Sensing
Solutions

J2.2

Data assimilation of physical and chlorophyll
observations in the California Current System
using two biogeochemical models

Jann Paul Mattern

UC Santa Cruz
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J2.3

Assimilation of biogeochemical data to improve
the simulation, understanding and management
of marine ecosystems: experiences in the North
West European shelf

Stefano Ciavatta

Plymouth Marine
Laboratory - National
Centre for Earth
Observation

J2.4

Ocean Biogeochemical State-Parameters
Estimation within the Norwegian Earth System
Model: Ensemble Techniques and 1D
Assimilation at Different Latitudes (25 MB)

Mohamad El
Gharamti

NERSC

J2.5

Assimilation of satellite-derived bio-optical
properties into coupled bio-optical, physical
model

Sergey Frolov

UCAR

J2.6

Use of remote-sensing reflectance to constrain
a data assimilating marine biogeochemical
model of the Great Barrier Reef

Emlyn Jones

CSIRO

J2.7

The data assimilation approach in the US West
Coast Ocean Forecast System

Alexander
Kurapov

Oregon State
University

J2.8

Regional State Estimation of the Circulation in
the Northern Philippine Sea

Bruce Cornuelle

Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, UCSD

J2.9

Mesoscale and submesoscale variability in the
Luzon Strait: A data-assimilative two-way
nested modeling approach

Javier ZavalaGaray

Department of
Marine and Coastal
Sciences, Rutgers
University

J3: Impact of physical DA on coupled physical-biogeochemical models
No

Title

Presenter

Affiliation

J3.1

Impact of assimilating physical oceanographic
data on modeled ecosystem dynamics in the
California Current System (15 MB)

Christopher
Edwards

UC Santa Cruz

J3.2

Investigating the impact of physical data
assimilation on biogeochemical fields in a global
ocean model

David Ford

Met Office

J3.3

Assessment of the global hindcast and real-time
biogeochemical systems designed at Mercator
Ocean: discussion on the impact of physical
data assimilation

Coralie Perruche

Mercator-Ocean

J3.4

Investigating the impacts of assimilating
physical data and biological data jointly versus
individually on ocean ecosystem dynamics

Liuqian Yu

Department of
Oceanography,
Dalhousie University

D1: Observation impact and sensitivity
No

Title

Presenter

Affiliation

D1.1

Observation Impacts on Resolved Climate
Variability

Andrew Moore

UC Santa Cruz
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D1.2

Inter-comparison of increments from multiple
GOV systems using a set of idealised
observations

Jennifer Waters

Met Office

D2: Model error and bias
No

Title

Presenter

Affiliation

D2.1

Using temporally averaged data assimilation
increments to understand biases in GOV model
and data assimilation systems (9.5 MB)

Daniel Lea

Met Office

D3: Hybrid data assimilation
No

Title

Presenter

Affiliation

D3.1

Developments in ensemble-variational data
assimilation for the global ocean

Anthony Weaver

CERFACS

D3.2

Error Covariance Estimates - A View Toward
Hybrid DA

Andrew Moore

UC Santa Cruz

D3.3

A Hybrid Variational-Ensemble data assimilation
scheme with systematic error correction for
limited area ocean model

Paolo Oddo

CMRE

D4: Error covariance modelling
No

Title

Presenter

Affiliation

D4.1

Impact of the Background error Covariance
Matrix formulation in the Copernicus Marine
Service

Jenny Pistoia

INGV

D4.2

Modelling forecast error statistics in the
Mercator ocean and sea-ice reanalysis system

CharlesEmmanuel Testut

Mercator-ocean

D4.3

Handling boundaries with the recursive filter

Isablle Mirouze

CMCC foundation

D4.4

Assimilating sparse historical data using large
scale EOF error covariances

Daniel Lea

Met Office

M1: Fisheries outreach session
No

Title

Presenter

Affiliation

M3.1

Development of a Harmful Algal Bloom
Forecast System for Coastal California

Clarissa Anderson

UC Santa Cruz

M3.2

Predicting Toxic Algal Blooms: Can We Move
From Weather Forecasts to Seasonal Forecasts?
(6.1 MB)

Raphael Kudela

University of
California Santa Cruz

M3.3

Operational Oceanography for Shellfish
Aquaculture in a Changing Ocean: meeting

Jan Newton

University of
Washington/NANOOS
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needs through IOOS

M3.4

Forecasting bycatch and ship strike risk,
EcoCast and WhaleWatch for dynamic ocean
management - NOT PUBLICLY AVAILBALE
please contact Elliott Hazen if you have any
questions

Elliott Hazen

NOAA SWFSC

M3.5

From physics to fish to apex predators: A fully
coupled ecosystem model framework for the
California Current System

Jerome Fiechter

UC Santa Cruz

M3.6

Tuna Stock Assessment Support System

Zach Siegrist

University of
Southern California

Posters
No

Title

Presenter

Affiliation

P.1

Weak Constraint 4-Dimensional Variational
Data Assimilation in a model of the California
Current System

William Crawford

UC Santa Cruz

P.2

Implications of ocean color and biological
heating in a global ocean modeling
framework: A modeling study

Hae-Cheol Kim

IMSG at
NCEP/NWS/NOAA

P.3

High Resolution North Western Pacific
Prediction System applying Ensemble Optimal
Interpolation

Young Ho Kim

Korea Institute of
Ocean Science &
Technology

P.4

An update on progress with coupled
ocean/atmosphere/sea-ice/land data
assimilation at the UK Met Office

Daniel Lea

Met Office

P.5

Toward the assimilation of biogeochemical
data in the CMEMS BIOMER coupled physicalbiogeochemical operational system

Julien Lamouroux

Mercator-Ocean
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Appendix D: Actions
MEAP-TT and DA-TT actions
Action MEAP-TT-2016-1:

MG to ask all TT members about the organisation of the next TT
meetings and whether co-location with larger events should be
considered.

Action MEAP-TT-2016-2:

EJ to circulate the survey to co-chairs, PG and KWB for feedback.

Action DA-TT-2016-1:

Proposal for everyone in the DA-TT who wants to take part in
the single observation experiment to provide their model
background information for comparison.
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Appendix E: Chair and Rapporteur contributions
J2: Recent developments in regional ocean data assimilation systems (physical and
biogeochemical) presentations
Assimilation Impact of Physical Data on the
California Coastal Ocean Circulation and
Biogeochemistry

J2.1

John Farrara

Remote Sensing
Solutions



Running a model of the California Coast System using 3D-Var, assimilating physical data,
including SST, SSH, profiles, HF radar currents.



A real-time nowcast has been run every six hours since January 2009. Biogeochemical fields
from the coupled CoSINE model have been included since September 2013. Output is available
through the UCSC website.



Perform multi-scale 3D-Var: a large-scale and small-scale step are run sequentially, with
different decorrelation length scales. Typically, sparse observations (e.g. profiles) are
assimilated in the large-scale step, and higher-resolution observations (e.g. satellite SST) are
assimilated in the small-scale step. This has been demonstrated to improve the assimilation of
both types of observations compared with using a single scale.



Validation of the physical system was then presented, using different types of comparisons
(assimilated data, independent data, free run).



Compared with the assimilated SST data, SST errors are higher when there are fewer
observations, but otherwise RMS errors are < 0.3°C, and correlations are high.



Interannual variability is well represented compared with assimilated profile data.



When comparing against independent data, profile errors are larger than when compared to
assimilated data (RMSE of ~0.9°C rather than ~0.5°C), but are still typically small.



For HF radar currents, errors in the assimilation run are less than half that in a free run.



The DA is correcting a warm SST bias. The biggest impact is at the surface, but there is an
impact at depth too.



Some impact from the DA is seen on the vertical velocities.



SST is improved when model resolution is increased.



For BGC, nutrients and phytoplankton compare well to expectations, but no observations are
available to validate against. Looking at the impact of the physical DA on BGC fields is future
work.

Data assimilation of physical and chlorophyll
observations in the California Current System
using two biogeochemical models

J2.2



Jann Paul Mattern

UC Santa Cruz

Running a ROMS model of the US West Coast (ROMS 0.1°), with the goal of developing a 3D
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assimilation and forecasting system.


Compared two coupled BGC models: a simple NPZD (10 var) model and the more complex
NEMURO (11 var) model



In a free run, both models generally validate okay, but with some big differences in
magnitude and bloom timing. NEMURO validates better than NPZD for chlorophyll, and
slightly better for nitrate.



DA is performed using strong constraint 4D-Var of physics and chlorophyll. (SSH, temp, sal,
chloro (log transformed). In forecast mode, DA improves results for both models. NEMURO is
still better, but the difference is smaller. For nitrate, DA improves the fit to in situ
observations, but degrades the fit to climatology, especially for the NPZD model. The DA
improved forecast skill for chlorophyll.



From the 4D-Var, increments are made to unobserved variables. With the NPZD model, the
biggest increments are to P, but with consistent updates to N and Z. With NEMURO, the
biggest increments are to nitrate, and then to large P. The increments are comparable in
magnitude between the two models, but with different distributions.



NEMURO has then been used for a three-year reanalysis. In this set-up, the DA degraded
nitrate, with much higher concentrations.



The reason is a change in observation sources. More physical data was assimilated, especially
salinity with the inclusion of satellite SSS. This lowered the proportion of chlorophyll data,
and hence its impact.



Issues with excessive nitrate occurred in regions which were not N-limited, meaning there
was no penalty on the chlorophyll for continually adding nitrate.



To address this, is looking at weighting the observation types in the cost function, reducing
increments to unobserved variables, etc.



In conclusion:
o
o
o

Model choice depends on application. For forecasts, NEMURO is better. For
reanalysis, NPZD works just as well and is cheaper and simpler.
Increments are strongly dependent on background error estimates.
Need more types of observations.

Assimilation of biogeochemical data to improve
the simulation, understanding and management
of marine ecosystems: experiences in the North
West European shelf

J2.3

Stefano Ciavatta

Plymouth Marine
Laboratory - National
Centre for Earth
Observation



Presented an overview of various work performed to assimilate BGC data in the North-West
European Shelf (NWS). Overall objective is the assimilation of observations to improve the
understanding and simulation of ocean ecosystem.



DA of ocean colour performed using an EnKF with the ERSEM model. (ERSEM based system:
www.shelfseasmodelling.org)



Some future applications will also use MEDUSA (Model of Ecosystem Dynamics, nutrient
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Utilisation, Sequestration and Acidification). Work has been performed on a range of space
scales (L4 buoy, English Channel, whole NWS) and time scales (up to decadal reanalysis).


Assimilation of chlorophyll at local scale (1D model at L4) improved pH and pCO2.



Assimilation at regional scale (English Channel) improved various phytoplankton and nutrient
variables compared to observations at L4.



Assimilation at shelf-scale (NWS) used to create a decadal reanalysis, which was used to
assess hypoxia. Large areas of bottom water were found to be at risk of oxygen deficiency.
Confidence levels were included based on how many of the 100 ensemble members
displayed hypoxia. A similar assessment was performed for air-sea CO2 flux. Results are
available from the PML website.



Now experimenting with new methods such as particle filters, using the EMPIRE DA
framework. Initial results show similar performance between EnKF-type methods and
particle filters.



Have also assimilated Kd rather than chlorophyll from ocean colour. This improved results as
it impacts more state variables. Results were used to look at ecosystem processes.



For operational forecasts run at the Met Office, developing a scheme which uses covariance
information from an EnKF reanalysis, combined with a 3D-Var scheme. This will initially
assimilate total chlorophyll, but be extended to assimilate phytoplankton functional type
information.



As part of the EU TAPAS project, looking at aquaculture sustainability in the Mediterranean.



The methods developed in the NWS could potentially be exported to other shelf seas around
the world.



Output: https://portal.ecosystem-modelling.pml.ac.uk/



References:
o Torres et al., JGR, submitted: improved simulation of CFlux and OA related parameters
(pH) at regional scale
o Ciavatta et al., JGR, 2011: OC assim system, from regional to WE EU shelf: shelf-scale
indicators and air-sea fluxes: e.g. critical O2 level + confidence levels
o Next operational generation: PFT assimilation: de Mora et al, 2015; in prep

Ocean Biogeochemical State-Parameters
Estimation within the Norwegian Earth System
Model: Ensemble Techniques and 1D
Assimilation at Different Latitudes (25 MB)

J2.4

Mohamad El
Gharamti

NERSC



Producing reanalysis in North Atlantic and Arctic for Copernicus.



Looking at BGC model parameters, as these should change in time and space. Experiments
performed using 1D HAMOCC configurations at BATS, HOT and MIKE.



Four different ensemble state-parameter estimation techniques were tested, in each case
with 90 member ensembles run for 5 years, used to estimate 11 parameters and the model
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state. The four techniques were:
o
o
o
o

Joint-EnkF
Dual-EnKF
CS-EnKF (Confirming Step)
OSA-EnKF (One-Step-Ahead)



Difference in performance between the techniques was most pronounced in deeper layers.



Compared with observations, the assimilation improved performance over a free run in all
cases. The CS was least accurate, Joint and Dual performed similarly, and OSA was most
accurate. It seems that the smoothing of OSA helps reduce uncertainty.



When validating state estimates, variability is captured, but better initial conditions are
required to capture magnitudes. The OSA improves air-sea CO2 flux and PP at all stations.



Changes were made to half-saturation parameters for nutrients.



The OSA suggests strong depletion of zooplankton grazing, allowing higher nutrient uptake
at the surface.



There was large initial uncertainty, which reduced with time.



In conclusion:
o
o

Parameter tuning is essential, state estimation alone is insufficient.
Parameters change with latitude.



After the talk, there followed a debate about how best to constrain parameter ranges. I’m
not sure any consensus emerged.



The speaker was asked whether he thought the parameters changed in time due to the
model lacking processes, or due to actual changes in the ecosystem. His opinion was that it
was due to the model lacking processes.

Assimilation of satellite-derived bio-optical
properties into coupled bio-optical, physical
model

J2.5

Sergey Frolov

UCAR



Presented impact studies on the assimilation of optical properties on short-range
predictions. The assimilation system in use at NRL consisted of a nested model, where
NCODA 3DVAR is used for physical data assimilation while EnsOI for biological data
assimilation. The model was characterized by underestimated productivity.



Preliminary OSSE experiments were conducted in order to choose which optical parameter
to assimilate (Aph 488).



Discussed the fundamental problem of correcting sub-surface profiles from surface
observations as a non well-posed problem, and showed that assimilating Aph 488 together
with Chl is able to better constrain Chl sub-surface profiles. Validation against independent
obs was also discussed.



Fine structures evident on fluorescence profiles



Morel (1989): CHla sat = good predictor for depth-integrated Chla tot, shape profiles
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conditioned on value of Chla sat, Frolov (2012) remains valid even in presence of thin layers


no DA: productivity was underestimates, no improvement through phys DA, OC assim
needed; inherent optical properties: backscatter correlates with large phyo, absorption with
small, satellite OC adds complementary information
Use of remote-sensing reflectance to constrain
a data assimilating marine biogeochemical
model of the Great Barrier Reef

J2.6

Emlyn Jones

CSIRO



Presented impact studies on the assimilation of remotely sensed reflectance (RSR) in the
Great Barrier Reef, characterized by the availability of a few obs although a huge area, i.e. a
challenging assimilation problem.



The eReefs biogeochemical model is used, together with the deterministic ensemble Kalman
filter (DenKF) scheme.



Discussed the assimilation of 2d reflectance from Aqua, and the issue of converting RSR to
Chl for use in data assimilation, stressing the choice of avoiding empirical/statistical methods
in favour of “physical-based” schemes.



Presented several experiments, where the assimilation control vector and the observational
errors were changed, concluding that likely the observation errors were underestimated in
many experiments, and the ensemble should have a larger size. The non-trivial problem of
estimating error for unconventional SRS was also reported.

The data assimilation approach in the US West
Coast Ocean Forecast System

J2.7

Alexander
Kurapov

Oregon State
University



Presented the WCOFS coastal system, conceived to resolve shelves in West Coast for shortrange predictions, reporting that the system is moving to operations after a pre-operational
pilot phase.



The system includes a daily 4dvar daily with 3-day assimilation window (overlapping 4dvar
???) and forecasts.



Presented results obtained with ROMS/WCOFS at 2 km resolution for the period 2009-2014.
Validation was conducted against independent data, such as HF radars that showed how the
variability of the circulation was well predicted at many temporal scales. Also warming trend
was in accordance with independent estimates.



Discussed / compared 4dvar developments of ROMS vs OSU 4dvar, stressing the importance
of a better handling of I/O (e.g. for averaging) in the latter.

J3: Impact of physical DA on coupled physical-biogeochemical models
No

Title

Presenter

Affiliation

J3.1

Impact of assimilating physical oceanographic

Christopher

UC Santa Cruz
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data on modeled ecosystem dynamics in the
California Current System (15 MB)









Edwards

Physical DA systems are mature, but rarely include BGC (and in general are without DA)
ROMS-CCS, Regional 1/10°
o Incremental strong constraint 4DVAR
o Data assimilated: SSH,(gridded), SST (along track), EN3 hydrography
o NPZD model run offline
o Phys model evaluation: Broquet et al. (2009)
Comparison btw free and assimilation run: reduction by factor 2 of RMS
Ecosystem model: Darwin model, 80 phyto groups
Free vs DA run:
o Distribution: eye-fit log(Chl-a) gets worse with phys DA (too high chlorophyll and
too much spread out towards open ocean), but
o Correlation is improved for DA run: better representation of mesoscale and thus
its influence on BGC
Causes of excess production:
o assimilation shocks: high vertical velocity and biological rectification
 Nitrate budget => DA drives a large eddy flux divergence, happens
everywhere
o adjustment of physics (T,S) due to DA, but not in BGC => increased variance of
nut along density surfaces (update of density surfaces, but not nutrient fields)









Physical assimilation alone results in both positive and negative influences on
biogeochemical models
– Positive: Improved correlation of surface chlorophyll relative to satellite
observations in areas where chlorophyll is strongly linked to slowly evolving
physical features.
– Negative: increased standing stock (helpful in a few places but mostly
deleterious)
At least 2 mechanisms identified
– Assimilation shocks
– Increased nutrient variance on density surfaces due to updates to density
surfaces but not nutrient fields
Issue is not biogeochemical model/dependent, although magnitude of effect is
dependent on the model (not shown)
Possible mitigation:
– Avoid start of cycle (did not meaningfully reduce bias)
– Improve balance operator to reduce shocks
– Adjust nitrate fields along with T/S
Argues for fully coupled physical/biologeochemical assimilation

 problem is BGC model independent, but magnitude seems to depend on BGC
 Solution would be fully coupled phys-BGC assimilation system
 Song et al. (in press) for fully coupled PHYS/BGC model
 However, while chlorophyll problem is solved, issue remains on NO3
 Work in progress!
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Q&A:
A. Kurapov:
C. Edwards:
E. Jones:
C. Edwards:

J. Waters:
C. Edwards:
E. Jones:
C. Edwards:

J3.2

It’s an initialization problem; solution would be to avoid initialization shocks
Long assimilation window or very short one might do
Gravity waves exist in ocean …
Agrees, but velocity anomalies over time for free and DA model suggest that
inertial motion in DA model is an artefact; How to remove wave created by DA
without filtering natural contribution of inertial motion;
How could a shorter assimilation window help?
Gives less time to waves to propagate
But increments will be larger (UKMO system has a 24h assimilation period),
averaging?
Could be an option, but open research question …

Investigating the impact of physical data
assimilation on biogeochemical fields in a global
ocean model

David Ford

Met Office

Problem related to updating T&S
Exp.: take NO3 and passively transport it => excess NO3 remains along Equator
But also excess NO3 in North Pacific: DA deepens ML, but nitracline does not change …
Causes more complex along Eq (ML shoals): diagnostics vertical diffusivity; i, j density gradients =>
DA creates static instabilities, model adjusts …
What can be done
(1) No phys data assimilation +/- 2° along Equator not much improvement, but +/- 12° does
help
(2) Adjust (increase) sinking speed along Equator band (+/- 12°), does not do much
(3) Apply damping to velocity increments to reduce vertical velocities (Dobric et al., 2012):
does not help much
(4) Static instability cap: calculate and cap Brunt Vaisala frequency
(5) Incremental pressure correction (J. Waters): helps for the first couple of years
Q&A:
K. Fennel:
D. Ford:
A. Weaver:
S. Ciavatta:
A. Kurapov:
E. Jones:

J3.3

Could updating BGC fields help?
Situation like N Atlantic would probably help, but not likely to solve Equator
problem
The solution might ultimately come from improvement of models (param,
resolution etc) and DA systems …
Not only a BGC problem, but also when transporting suspending matter etc.
Will be hard to fix in 3DVAR, let shocks dissipate before forcing BGC
Works for surface, but time scale of dissipation is too long in sub-surface could a
non-hydrostatic model solve the problem? Probably not

Assessment of the global hindcast and real-time
biogeochemical systems designed at Mercator
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Coralie Perruche

Mercator-Ocean

Ocean: discussion on the impact of physical
data assimilation


No notes
Investigating the impacts of assimilating
physical data and biological data jointly versus
individually on ocean ecosystem dynamics

J3.4















Liuqian Yu

Department of
Oceanography,
Dalhousie University

Joint PHYS or BGC data assimilation, updates either phys or bio + propagated via
correlations to remaining fields
Idealized channel
ROMS+N-cycle model
DA twin experiments:
Free run
Biological DA: surface chl (+ NO3), updated: NPZ whole water column, resp. both phys and
biological fields
Physical DA: updates only physics or phys + bio
Coupled phys+bio DA
coupled phys+bio DA performs best, no more spurious increase in phyto biomass
analysis of impact of assim surface chloro, nitrate profiles (profile every second day)
improves model’s state best when correcting phys and bio fields
improvement largely due to better representation of dynamics of thermo- and nutricline
model physics should be updated even when only bio data are assimilated
importance of subsurface observations

DA-TT members meeting:
Options to approach this problem were discussed:
-

Changing the observation error would change the background error – is this am option?
Assignment of a data type to the data, meaning that T-S would only be Argo and SSH would
only be Jason. This could
But there are other problems, e.g. representativeness as systems have different resolutions

Paolo misses a point, thinks that the experiments could all be perfect....if they are perfectly
modelled...
Andy: What are we learning from the primary differences?; Need to know what makes the
difference
Answer: three of the comparisons using NEMOvar (background is differtn, so are the observation
errors, background error covariance) what is the primary thing that is making the increments
different...this is what we don’t know.. first cut of single obs experiments...is it worth going further
with this to unravel why thrse are different?
Change the obs error change the background error...? is this an option
Jim in discussion with Matt...assign a data type to this data....
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T-S profiles would be Argo – what error to you assign for Argo
SSH => Jason (because they are high res than crysat or ALtiKa)
Representative issues, systems have different resolutions...
What are the obvious things you are trying to eliminate? Backgrounds are almost all the same...
-

-

Andrea: maybe for guiding the interpretation might be useful to provide additional profile of
observation and background error to help interpret the differences between the different
systems. Proposal for everyone to provide their background
Normalising by the maximum of the analysis increment around the observation point
Taking out the background flow dependence  running their 4DVar increments in the state
of rest, taking out the flow?

Andy: Run (4DVar) everybody with the same length of window; assimilate the observation effort (did
a 4 day window and put the observations in the middle of the window), changed the state...
Other groups..?
Mercator .... original experiments not yet done, missed Matt’s information as it was sent out on how
to run the single experiments (files were uploaded to the website, instructions and innovations to be
downlaoeded to their system on a particular date (in June 2015)
Ask Alex if he could do it?
Peter Oke? YoungHo could do it
-

Revisit innovations

Paolo; need to spend time to clarify diagnostics
Common format.... using the same as for the single observation

More volunteers
-

Uses existing data analysis (global)
Data increments from YoungHo

YoungHo: - different suggestion
-

Model performance depends on horizontal grid size, model bias assessment wrt the model
resolution
Has two models (high coarse) even with DA the system couldn’t
Issue also in the upwelling zone => zoom
Could use 30 years reanalysis
Look at model biases.... Mercator.... system to correct the bias / weak
Ask Matt for special instructions

CMCC can provide
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